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Conference Programme

Conference Programme

Sunday, August 24
17:00–19:00 Registration
19:00 Diner

Monday, August 25
10:30 Conference opening
10:45 K. Murawski: numerical simulations of MHD waves in the solar 

atmosphere (Ia)
11:30 Coffee Break
12:15 K. Murawski: numerical simulations of MHD waves in the solar 

atmosphere (Ib)
13:00  Lunch
19:00 Welcome Party

Tuesday, August 26
  9:30 D. Vlaykov: Subgrid-scale modeling of highly compressible MHD 

turbulence: Review
10:30 Y. Maneva: Wave-based modeling of solar wind data – theory and 

observations
11:30 Coffee Break
11:45 A. Fateeva: A numerical model for the formation and long-term evolution 

of protostars and protostellar disks
13:00 Lunch
19:00 Dinner 

Wednesday, August 27
  9:30:30300 D. Vlaykov: Subgrid-scale modeling of highly compressible MHD 

urbulence: EMF closure
10:300:30:30300 P. Grete: Subgrid-scale modeling of highly compressible MHD turbulence: 

momentum closure
11:30 Coffee Break1:30 Coffee Break:30 Coffee Break30 Coffee Break0 Coffee Break
11:45 Y. Maneva: Dimensionality effects of the solar wind expansion on the 

evolution of relative drifts – a simulation study
13:00 Lunch
 19:00 Dinner
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Thursday, August 28
  9:30 A. Zhilkin: A study of higher order white dwarf magnetic fields in 

asynchronous polars
10:30 P. Isakova: A possible mechanism of the flaring activity in AE Aqr
11:30 Coffee Break
11:45 Z. Dimitrov: Effective viscosity of magnetized shear flows – asymptotic 

solution for large Reynolds numbers
13:00 Lunch
19:00 Dinner

friday, August 29
9:30 S. Poedts (presented by Y. Maneva): Self-consistent models for the 

evolution of slow coronal mass ejections up to 1 Au
10:30 S. Mladenov: Heating of the solar corona by Alfvén waves – self-induced 

opacity
11:30 Coffee Break
11:45 L. Volpes: Determining CME-driven shock parameters from remote 

sensing observations
13:00 Lunch
19:00 Dinner

Saturday, August 30
10:00 Sightseeing Veleka River
19:00 Conference Dinner

Sunday, August 31
10:00 Excursion to Sozopol
18:00 Return from excursion
19:00 Diner

Monday, September 1
  9:30 B. Filippov: geometry of solar coronal rays
10:30 P. Kaygorodov: types of gaseous envelopes of “Hot Jupiter” exoplanets
11:30 Coffee Break
11:45 Ts. Georgiev: Revealing and photometry of the galactic halos 
13:00  Lunch
19:00 Diner

Tuesday, September 2
 9:30 9:30 K. Murawski: numerical simulations of MHD waves in the solar 

atmosphere (IIa)
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10:15 Coffee Break
10:30 K. Murawski: numerical simulations of MHD waves in the solar 

atmosphere (IIb)
11:15 A. Varonov: Solar impact on global land temperature
13:00  Lunch
19:00 Dinner 

Wednesday, September 3
 9:30:30300 A. Sytov: On the dynamics of the gas flow in circumstellar and 

ircumbinary disks
10:300:30:30300 P. Nenovski: On the propagation, transformation and polarization of uLF 

waves in the Earth’s magnetosphere–ionosphere–atmosphere system
11:30 Coffee Break1:30 Coffee Break:30 Coffee Break30 Coffee Break0 Coffee Break
11:45 Y. Shopov: RgB color photometry of the solar corona from total solar 

eclipses
13:00 Lunch
19:00 Dinner

Thursday, September 4
 9:30 N. Tomov: Investigation of symbiotic stars during active phases 
10:30 S. Assenovski: Validation of Cosmic Ray Ionization Model CORIMIA 

applied for solar energetic particles and anomalous cosmic rays at 
different altitudes

11:30 Coffee Break
11:45 I. Zhelyazkov: Kelvin–Helmholtz instability in coronal mass ejections and 

Hα surges
13:00 Lunch
19:00 Dinner

friday, September 5
10:00 K. Murawski: numerical simulations of MHD waves in the solar 

atmosphere (IIIa)
10:45 Coffee Break
11:00 K. Murawski: numerical simulations of MHD waves in the solar 

atmosphere (IIIb)
11:45 Closing of the Conference
13:00 Lunch
19:00 Dinner

Saturday, September 6
12:00 Lunch
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Numerical simulations of MHD waves in the solar atmosphere
K. Murawski

Institute of Physics, Marie Curie-Sklodowska University,
PL-20 031 Lublin, Poland

We discuss numerical methods to solve the Cauchy problem for hyperbolic equa-
tions, paying attention to equations which describe physical phenomena in the
solar atmosphere. We focus on Godunov-type methods which adopt Riemann
solvers. These methods constitute a formidable task due to complexity of hyper-
bolic equations. Despite this complexity, we show that the Godunov-type meth-
ods can be successfully applied to simulate complex systems such as described by
the equations of magnetohydrodynamics. In particular, we simulate various wave
phenomena in a two- and three-dimensional, highly-magnetically structured and
gravitationally stratified solar atmosphere.
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Subgrid-scale modeling of highly compressible MHD
turbulence: A review

D. Vlaykov
Faculty of Physics, Institute of Astrophysics,

Georg August University of Göttingen, D-37077 Göttingen, Germany

Full direct numerical simulations of MHD turbulence in an astrophysical con-
text are beyond the reach of the most powerful supercomputers today and in the
foreseeable future due to the large dynamical range which needs to be resolved.
To circumvent this, the effects of unresolved physical processes can be modeled
and used in large eddy simulations (LES). This presentation introduces the LES
formalism and its application to the compressible magnetohydrodynamics. Estab-
lished subgrid-scale models are discussed and evaluated.
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Wave-based modeling of solar wind data – theory and
observations

Y. Maneva
Centre for mathematical Plasma-Astrophysics, KU Leuven,

Celestijnenlaan 200b, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium

This talk will review different wave-based models for heating and acceleration of
the collisionless solar wind plasma and discuss their relevance for explaining fast
solar wind properties from the extended solar corona to 1 AU. A general intro-
duction to in situ measurements of solar wind waves and plasma properties will
be given, followed by various theories modeling the observations. The main fo-
cus will be on results from recent turbulence-driven hybrid models, but the talk
will also address other important approaches, like multi-fluid simulations, hy-
brid Vlasov, Landau-fluid and PIC code techniques. We will discuss different
wave-excitation mechanisms and comment on their relation to the evolution of
ion temperature anisotropies and relative drift speeds in the solar wind. We will
compare the influence of monochromatic waves and turbulent structures for the
non-adiabatic expansion of the solar wind, and discuss the generation and evolu-
tion of the anisotropic turbulence. Where appropriate, the simulations results will
be compared to existing instability theories. For all cases the relation to observed
solar wind properties will be clearly stated.
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A numerical model for the formation and long-term evolution
of protostars and protostellar disks

A. M. Fateeva1, A. G. Zhilkin1, Ya. N. Pavlyuchenkov1, and
E. I. Vorobyov2,3

1Institute of Astronomy, Russian Academy of Sciences, RU-119017 Moscow,
Russia

2Research Institute of Physics, Southern Federal University,
RU-344090 Rostov-on-Don, Russia

3Department of Astrophysics, University of Vienna, A-1010 Vienna, Austria

We present a physical and numerical model for studying the formation and evo-
lution of protostellar objects with solar and sub-solar masses. The model covers
several evolutionary phases of these objects starting from the gravitational col-
lapse of an initially unstable pre-stellar cloud, proceeding through the formation
and collapse of the first hydrostatic core, and ending with the complete dissipa-
tion of the initial cloud and formation of a protostar and protostellar disk. The
model is described by a set of magnetohydrodynamical equations that includes
Ohmic dissipation and ambipolar diffusion, and also a scheme for calculating the
thermal and ionization structure of the cloud. We employ the multicomponent
approach for computing the thermal structure of collapsing protostellar cloud, in
which the dust and gas temperatures are treated separately, allowing us to accu-
rately describe the initial stages of the cloud&#8217;s gravitational contraction
and collapse. We present the first results showing the structure of an initially
quasi-equilibrium protostellar cloud during the first stages of gravitational col-
lapse and subsequent evolution.
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Subgrid-scale modeling of highly compressible MHD
turbulence: EMF closure

D. Vlaykov
Faculty of Physics, Institute of Astrophysics,

Georg August University of Göttingen, D-37077 Göttingen, Germany

The large eddy formalism introduces a turbulent electromotive force term when
applied to the induction equation from the ideal compressible magnetohydrody-
namics. This work presents the development and a priori validation of a new non-
linear model for this term. The model is compared to a general alpha-beta-gamma
model using the flux of the turbulent energy and cross-helicity as key diagnostic
variables.
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Subgrid-scale modeling of highly compressible MHD
turbulence: momentum closure

P. Grete
Faculty of Physics, Institute of Astrophysics,

Georg August University of Göttingen, D-37077 Göttingen, Germany

Applying the large eddy formalism to the momentum equation of compressible
MHD introduces new, unknown terms: the turbulent Reynolds stress, the turbu-
lent Maxwell stress and the turbulent magnetic pressure. First, the extension of a
Smagorinsky model to MHD is presented as a basis to close the unknown terms.
Second, two closures for the stress tensors are presented in more detail and their
performance in a priori testing is compared. On the one hand, since the common
eddy-viscosity closure fails to model key processes in MHD such as the inverse
cascade, we present a new non-linear model that exhibits very good agreement
with the simulation data.
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Dimensionality effects of the solar wind expansion on the
evolution of relative drifts – a simulation study

Y. Maneva
Centre for mathematical Plasma-Astrophysics, KU Leuven,

Celestijnenlaan 200b, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium

We compare the results from 1.5D and 2.5D hybrid simulations (with fluid elec-
trons, kinetic protons and α particles) to investigate the effect of the solar wind
expansion on the evolution of ion relative drifts in collisionless fast wind streams.

While the relative drift speed in the non-expanding case evolves at the same
rate in the one-dimensional and in the two-dimensional simulation cases, the de-
crease of the differential streaming is much faster in the two-dimensional case
once the solar wind expansion is taken into account. This implies that much
stronger acceleration source than a previous estimate is required in the extended
corona to compensate for the effect of the expansion and produce the observed
solar wind acceleration rate.
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A study of higher order white dwarf magnetic fields in
asynchronous polars

A. G. Zhilkin1, D. V. Bisikalo1, and P. A. Mason2

1Institute of Astronomy, Russian Academy of Sciences, RU-119017 Moscow,
Russia

2University of Texas at El Paso, El Paso, TX 79968, USA

We present the results of 3D magnetohydrodynamical simulations of the flow
structure in a close binary system whose parameters correspond to those of the
asynchronous polar BY Cam. The calculations’ results are given for 10 phases
of the beat cycle between the white dwarf spin and the orbital frequencies. Our
model takes account of the white dwarf’s magnetic field that is a combination
of dipole and quadrupole components with coaxial and non-coaxial axes, inclined
with respect to the spin rotation axis of the accretor. We have found that this model
allows us to easily choose the mutual orientation of the dipole and quadrupole
components’ axes to produce not only two but three and even four accretion spots.
We also discuss the main properties of the obtained numerical solution and its pos-
sible observational manifestations.
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A possible mechanism of the flaring activity in AE Aqr
P. B. Isakova, A. G. Zhilkin, D. V. Bisikalo, and N. R. Ikhsanov

Institute of Astronomy, Russian Academy of Sciences,
48 Pyatnitskaya Street, RU-119017 Moscow, Russia

The flow structure in magnetic cataclysmic variables with strong magnetic field
and fast rotation of the white dwarf was investigated. We model the AE Aqr
system as a representative observational object whose spin period of the accretor
is about 1000 times shorter than the orbital period of the system. Observations
show that in spite of the fast rotation some part of the material from the inner
Lagrangian point is present in the Roche lobe of the white dwarf. We analyze
the possible mechanisms that can lead to the less effective angular momentum
transfer from the rotating magnetosphere to the inflowing material. Among these
mechanisms are the ambipolar diffusion, the pressure of the magneto-dipole radi-
ation, the relativistic retard of magnetic field lines and the incomplete penetration
of the magnetic field into the plasma. Results of our analysis shows that the last
mechanism is the most effective. Taking this effect into account, we can find the
flow structure that is in agreement with observations.

The unique flaring activity is the most prominent property of the AE Aqr sys-
tem. In this system, the active and quiescent phases alternate with each other. The
flaring activity may be caused by the transitions between the laminar and turbulent
regimes. In the laminar regime the flow goes around the star and collides with the
material flowing from the inner Lagrangian point. As a result, the shock occurs
which produces the flow turbulence. In the turbulent regime, the magnetosphere
pushes away the material from the Roche lobe of the white dwarf and the flow
becomes quickly laminar again.
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Effective viscosity of magnetized sher flows – asymptotic
solution for large Reynolds numbers

Z. D. Dimitrov and T. M. Mishonov
Department of Theoretical Physics, Faculty of Physics,

St. Clement of Ohrid University at Sofia, BG-1164 Sofia, Bulgaria

The weak turbulence of magnetized shear flow is analytically solved for the asymp-
totic case of large Reynolds numbers. For hot completely ionized plasma in which
the magnetic field is frozen by negligible Ohmic conductivity the effective viscos-
ity is proportional to the inverse cubic root of the bare one, ηeff ∝ 1/η1/3. In other
words, the effective viscosity is large because the bare viscosity is negligible. This
qualitative result opens the curtain corner of a great piece – the problem of missing
viscosity in accretion disks. In the opposite case of cold plasma with small vis-
cosity the effective viscosity is proportional to the inverse cubic root of the Ohmic
resistance, ηeff ∝ 1/ρ1/3

Ohm, again a reminiscence of the critical behavior of a type-II
phase transition.
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Self-consistent models for the evolution of slow coronal mass
ejections up to 1 AU

S. Poedts, J. Pomoell, and F. P. Zuccarello
Centre for mathematical Plasma-Astrophysics, KU Leuven,

Celestijnenlaan 200b, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are important drivers of the space weather. There-
fore, most studies focus on the fastest and thus most dangerous ICME events.
However, the ‘typical’ or average CME propagates at a velocity only slightly
higher than the slow solar wind speed and, especially during solar minimum, fast
CMEs are in fact rather exceptional. Yet, also the magnetic clouds associated
to the slower CMEs are recognized to be able to cause significant geomagnetic
disturbances.

We will discuss 2.5D (axi-symmetric) and 3D self-consistent numerical mag-
netohydrodynamics (MHD) models for the onset of CMEs under solar minimum
conditions, and for their interaction with coronal streamers and subsequent evolu-
tion up to 1 AU. The CMEs are initiated by magnetic flux emergence/cancellation
and/or by shearing the magnetic foot points of a magnetic arcade which is po-
sitioned above or below the equatorial plane and embedded in a larger helmet
streamer. The overlying magnetic streamer field then deflects the CMEs towards
the equator, and the deflection path is dependent on the driving velocity. The
core of the CME, created during the onset process, contains a magnetic flux rope
and the synthetic white light images often show the typical three-part CME struc-
ture. The resulting CMEs propagate only slightly faster than the background solar
wind, but this small excess speed is high enough to create a fast MHD shock wave
from a distance of 0.25 AU onwards. At 1 AU, the plasma shows the typical char-
acteristics of a magnetic cloud, and the simulated data are in good agreement with
the (ACE) observations.
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Heating of solar corona by Alfvén waves – a self-induced
opacity

T. M. Mishonov, N. I. Zahariev, R. V. Topchiyska, B. V. Lazov, and
S. B. Mladenov

Department of Theoretical Physics, Faculty of Physics,
St. Clement of Ohrid University at Sofia, BG-1164 Sofia, Bulgaria

The first idea by Alfvén (H. Alfvén, MNRAS 107 (1947) 211) was that Alfvén
waves (AWs) are the mechanism for heating the corona. AWs are generated by
the turbulence in the convection zone and propagate along the magnetic field lines.
The purpose of the present work is to examine whether the initial Alfvén idea is
correct and to solve the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations which give the
dependence of the temperature on the height T (x) and the related velocity of the
solar wind U(x) supposing a static density of the incoming AW.

Static distributions of temperature and wind velocity at the transition region
are calculated within the framework of magnetohydrodynamics of completely ion-
ized hydrogen plasma. The numerical solution to the derived equations gives the
width of the transition layer between the chromosphere and the corona as a self-
induced opacity of high-frequency Alfvén waves. The domain wall is a direct
consequence of the self-consistent MHD treatment of AW propagation.

The low-frequency MHD waves coming from the Sun are strongly reflected
by the narrow transition layer, while the high-frequency AWs are absorbed – that
is why we predict a considerable spectral density of the AWs in the photosphere.
The numerical method allows consideration of incoming AW with arbitrary spec-
tral density. The idea that Alfvén waves might heat the solar corona belongs to
Alfvén, we simply solved the corresponding MHD equations. The comparison
of the solution to the experiment is crucial for revealing the solar corona heating
mechanism.
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Determining CME-driven shocks parameters from remote
sensing observations

L. Volpes
Faculty of Physics, Institute of Astrophysics,

Georg August University of Göttingen, D-37077 Göttingen, Germany

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are large scale eruptions of magnetized plasma
propagating from the Sun into interplanetary space with speeds varying from a few
tens to more than 3000 km/s. They cause large-scale turbulence in the heliosphere
and are the major drivers of space weather. Fast CMEs drive strong shocks in the
corona and interplanetary medium and generate plasma turbulence in the post-
shock regions ahead of the CME bodies.

In this presentation, results from the detailed analysis of a strong CME and
shock event on 2010 April 3, are summarized. For this event, the solar source
region was identified, and the CME and shock kinematics were determined from
time series of white light images obtained by the SECCHI suite on board the
STEREO spacecrafts. The shock’s standoff distance, compression ratio and Mach
number were derived, and a Geometric Cylindrical Shell forward modeling of
the CME was performed. A comparison of the derived values with the in-situ
measurements show good agreement. Further comparison of the shock MHD
parameters determined from remote sensing observations with the in-situ data,
including the calculation of power-spectra, will help validating the results and
provide new insights into CME generated turbulence. The study will be extended
to further events identified in STEREO observations.
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Geometry of solar coronal rays
B. Filippov

Pushkov Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radio Wave
Propagation, Russian Academy of Sciences (IZMIRAN), RU-142190 Troitsk,

Moscow Region, Russia

Coronal helmet streamers are the most prominent large-scale elements of the solar
corona observed in white light during total solar eclipses. The base of the streamer
is an arcade of loops located above a global polarity inversion line. At an altitude
of 1–2 solar radii above the limb, the apices of the arches sharpen, forming cusp
structures, above which narrow coronal rays are observed. Lyot coronagraphs, es-
pecially those on-board spacecrafts flying beyond the Earth’s atmosphere, enable
us to observe the corona continuously and at large distances. At distances of sev-
eral solar radii, the streamers take the form of fairly narrow spokes that diverge
radially from the Sun. This radial direction displays a continuous expansion of the
corona into the surrounding space, and the formation of the solar wind. However,
the solar magnetic field and solar rotation complicate the situation. The rotation
curves radial streams into spiral ones, similar to water streams flowing from rotat-
ing tubes. The influence of the magnetic field is more complex and multifarious.

A thorough study of coronal ray geometries shows that rays are frequently not
radial and not straight. Coronal streamers frequently display a curvature whose
direction in the meridional plane depends on the phase of the solar cycle. It is evi-
dent that this curvature is related to the geometry of the global solar magnetic field,
which depends on the cycle phase. Equatorward deviations of coronal streamers
at solar minima and poleward deviations at solar maxima can be interpreted as
the effects of changes in the general topology of the global solar magnetic field.
There are sporadic temporal changes in the coronal rays shape caused by remote
coronal mass ejections (CMEs) propagating through the corona. This is also a
manifestation of the influence of the magnetic field on plasma flows. The mo-
tion of a large-scale flux rope associated with a CME away from the Sun creates
changes in the structure of surrounding field lines, which are similar to the kink
propagation along coronal rays. A careful analysis of these events could give us
valuable information about the coronal plasma.
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Types of gaseous envelopes of “Hot Jupiter” exoplanets
P. V. Kaygorodov, D. V. Bisikalo, D. E. Ionov, and

V. I. Shematovich
Institute of Astronomy, Russian Academy of Sciences,
48 Pyatnitskaya Street, RU-119017 Moscow, Russia

As a rule, the orbital velocities of “hot Jupiters,” i.e., exoplanets with masses com-
parable to the mass of Jupiter and orbital semi-major axes less than 0.1 AU, are
supersonic relative to the stellar wind, resulting in the formation of a bow shock.
Gas-dynamical modeling shows that the gaseous envelopes around “hot Jupiters”
can belong to two classes, depending on the position of the collision point. If the
collision point is inside the Roche lobe of the planet, the envelopes have the al-
most spherical shapes of classical atmospheres, slightly distorted by the influence
of the star and interactions with the stellar-wind gas; if the collision point is lo-
cated outside the Roche lobe, outflows from the vicinity of the Lagrangian points
L1 and L2 arise, and the envelope becomes substantially asymmetrical. The lat-
ter class of objects can also be divided into two types. If the dynamical pressure
of the stellar-wind gas is high enough to stop the most powerful outflow from the
vicinity of the inner Lagrangian point L1, a closed quasi-spherical envelope with a
complex shape forms in the system. If the wind is unable to stop the outflow from
L1, an open aspherical envelope forms. The possible existence of atmospheres
of these three types is confirmed by a 3D numerical modeling. Using the typi-
cal “hot Jupiter” HD 209458b as an example, it is shown that all three types of
atmospheres could exist within the range of estimated parameters of this planet.
Since different types of envelopes have different observational manifestations, de-
termining the type of envelope in HD 209458b could apply additional constrains
on the parameters of this exoplanet.
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Revealing and photometry of the galactic halos
Ts. B. Georgiev

New Bulgarian University, BG-1618 Sofia, Bulgaria

We concentrate on the estimation of the total magnitude of a galaxy including
the halo contribution. We describe a digital photometric procedure based on (i)
concentric elliptical rims, if this simplification is admissible, (ii) a robust quasi-
modal estimation of the mean level of the rim pixels, ignoring the foreground
stars and producing long radial profile, and (iii) a robust quasi-modal smoothing
of the radial profile, elucidating the faint periphery of the galaxy image. Both
azimuthal, (ii), and radial, (iii), smoothing of the rim profile suppress significantly
the image noise and elucidate the faint periphery of the galaxy image out of the
thick disk. This procedure is designed to be user independent and applicable in
another procedure that takes an inventory of distant galaxies in a large frame. The
procedure is applied on a few nearby galaxies.
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On the influence of total solar irradiance on global land
temperature
A. Varonov

University Center for Space Research and Technologies,
St. Clement of Ohrid University at Sofia, BG-1164 Sofia, Bulgaria

Using statistical analysis, a correlation between the variations of the total solar ir-
radiance and of the annual-mean land temperatures was found. An unknown time
lag between both data sets was expected to be present due to the complexity of
the Earth’s climate system leading to a delayed response to changes in influenc-
ing factors. We found the best correlation with coefficient over 90% for a 14-year
shift of the annual mean land temperature record ahead with data until 1970, while
the same comparison with data until 2006 yields a 61% correlation. These results
show a substantially higher influence of total solar irradiance on the global land
temperatures until 1970. The decline of this influence during the last 40 years
could be attributed to the increasing concentration of anthropogenic greenhouse
gases in the Earth’s atmosphere.
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On the dynamics of the gas flow in circumstellar and
circumbinary disks

A. Sytov
Institute of Astronomy, Russian Academy of Sciences,
48 Pyatnitskaya Street, RU-119017 Moscow, Russia

When we study stellar envelopes with a 3D simulation of gas dynamics, a huge
amount of data is produced during such simulations, but these are high-resolution
snapshots of the 3D structure sparsely placed in time. The analysis of the gas
motion and the dynamics of the studied object is complicated as we have to only
rely on our interpretation of coarse structural changes in the gas flow and com-
mon physical knowledge. Any further refinement of the time grid is asking for
more than available of the computational resources. However, there is a generally
simple, but probably technically complex, solution to this problem, which is to
put a reasonable amount of markers or probe particles in the gas flow and trace
their trajectories with very fine time resolution during the 3D gas-dynamical sim-
ulation of an object. We have implemented this technique in our gas-dynamical
code and applied this to study of envelopes of T Tauri type binary systems and
accretion disks in semidetached binary stars. In this work, we present the results
of basic gas-dynamical tests and the results of 3D simulations of binary systems
aided by the suggested technique. We strongly believe that using both structural
and dynamical views to the solution simultaneously can help us to retrieve more
viable information about the studied objects from gas-dynamical simulations.
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On the propagation, transformation, and polarization of ULF
waves in the Earth’s magnetosphere–ionosphere–atmosphere

system
P. Nenovski

University Center for Space Research and Technologies,
St. Clement of Ohrid University at Sofia, BG-1164 Sofia, Bulgaria

We use two-fluid or Hall effect MHD description of weakly-ionized stratified at-
mosphere to describe several polarization features of the MHD disturbance pene-
tration. We employ a pair of functions for the electric and magnetic field compo-
nents ratio which can be treated analytically. As an example, we derive an approx-
imation to the case of the MHD waves in the Earth’s Hall ionosphere and demon-
strate its different polarization responses (ellipticity and rotation) for Alfvén and
fast magnetosonic modes depending on the Hall region thickness. Neglecting
the Hall thickness effect, we derive previously obtained, well-known results for
the rotation of the polarization plane of the MHD waves (Dungey 1963; Nishida
1964; Inoue 1973; Hughes 1974; Hughes and Southwood 1976). The ionospheric
effects are more essential for the polarization of the fast magnetosonic waves. The
polarization changes of the magnetosonic waves are expressed as a function of (i)
the ratio (R) of the height-integrated Hall (ΣH) and Pedersen (ΣP) conductivities
(conductances) in the Hall region (85–125 km), and (ii) a wave/magnetospheric
parameter (am) and the ratio am/ΣP. The wave/magnetospheric parameter am
depends on the wave frequency and the horizontal scale of the ULF waves. Us-
ing standard models IRI 90 and MSIS 86, responses of ULF magnetosonic waves
to seasonal/diurnal ionospheric variations at subauroral/middle latitudes are illus-
trated for arbitrary, but reasonable values of the wave/magnetospheric parameter
am. The polarization plane rotation for the ULF compressional waves ranges
between 0 and π/2 and reaches the classical π/2 degree only for special cases.
Along with the rotation effect an ellipticity effect has also local time course. These
findings suggest a new dissipative mechanism (non-resonant) of transformation of
magnetosonic waves into Alfvén modes in the ionosphere. In addition, we suggest
a physical insight for the MHD wave transformation effects by the ionosphere.

These findings should be taken into account for the analysis of various polar-
ization features of the geomagnetic pulsations observed on the ground. Sunrise
effect on the polarization of the Pc 3–4 pulsations (Saka et al. 1982), the effect
of transformation of a pure compressional ULF disturbance in the magnetosphere
into transverse wave on ground (Lanzerotti and Tartaglia 1972) proved to be ex-
plained in terms of both the polarization rotation and the ellipticity mechanism by
the ionosphere.

Simultaneous measurements of the electric and magnetic field of ULF waves
at ground and balloon heights have revealed polarizations of opposite handedness

(Bering et al. 1995). It is shown that the polarization changes of the magne-
tosonic wave through a horizontally homogeneous high-latitude ionosphere con-
tinue further through the atmosphere and would result in different polarization
states for the electric and magnetic fields. The northern (southern) hemisphere
ionosphere causes an additional left(right)-hand polarization effect in the iono-
sphere/atmosphere produced mostly on the ULF wave magnetic field. The op-
posite handedness of the Pc5 wave polarization recorded at the South Pole by
measurements of the ULF electric and magnetic field components (Bering et al.
1995) might be explained as a result of the influence of the ionosphere on the ULF
waves with an initially left-hand polarization.
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RGB color photometry of solar corona from total solar eclipses
Y. Shopov and A. Varonov

University Center for Space Research and Technologies,
St. Clement of Ohrid University at Sofia, BG-1164 Sofia, Bulgaria

The main and most important advantage of space-based observatories over Earth-
based ones is the lack of atmosphere and atmospheric phenomena. Contemporary
technology permits deployment of various kinds of space observatories. Nev-
ertheless, Earth-based observations with proper instrumentation and processing
techniques could yield relevant results. We present images taken during two total
solar eclipses and processed with a special technique called “Color Slide RGB
Photometry”. Comparison of our images with those from the space-based instru-
ments observing the Sun registered both common and different coronal features
and phenomena.

The color slide RGB photometry technique successively visualizes the invis-
ible regions of the solar corona and highlights some of the solar phenomena that
are very difficult for observation by Earth-based observatories. In fact, it reveals
more details of the far solar corona than any original images taken from ground-
based observations. Ground-based observations processed with RGB technique
can reveal images comparable to space-based observations from LASCO C2 and
C3 coronagraphs.
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techniques could yield relevant results. We present images taken during two total
solar eclipses and processed with a special technique called “Color Slide RGB
Photometry”. Comparison of our images with those from the space-based instru-
ments observing the Sun registered both common and different coronal features
and phenomena.

The color slide RGB photometry technique successively visualizes the invis-
ible regions of the solar corona and highlights some of the solar phenomena that
are very difficult for observation by Earth-based observatories. In fact, it reveals
more details of the far solar corona than any original images taken from ground-
based observations. Ground-based observations processed with RGB technique
can reveal images comparable to space-based observations from LASCO C2 and
C3 coronagraphs.
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Investigation of symbiotic stars during active phases
N. Tomov

Institute of Astronomy and National Astronomical Observatory,
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, PO Box 136, BG-4700 Smolyan, Bulgaria

Three symbiotic binaries AG Peg, EG And and BF Cyg showing indication of
activity are considered. The binary system AG Peg has undergone the most pro-
longed outburst among the outbursts of symbiotics lasting more than 100 years,
and at the end of 20th century the optical light was close to its value before the
outburst. It is commonly accepted that the system has been at a stage of collid-
ing winds at that time. In this contribution, the U orbital variability of AG Peg is
interpreted in the framework of the model of colliding winds.

The interacting binary EG And is one of the group of so called “quiet” sym-
biotics. No optical outbursts of this system was detected up to now. Its UV data
taken in eighties years, however, contain indication of loss of mass (stellar wind)
and it is supposed that it has been at a stage of colliding winds. The behavior of
its line Hα is interpreted in the light of the model of colliding winds.

The symbiotic binary BF Cyg is an eclipsing system. Its last optical outburst
begun in 2006 and continues up to the present. During some period of time, a
collimated ejection episode was observed. An attempt for interpretation of its
basic features during that outburst is made here.
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Validation of Cosmic Ray Ionization Model CORIMIA applied
for solar energetic particles and anomalous cosmic rays at

different altitudes
S. Asenovski, P. Velinov, and L. Mateev

Space Research and Technology Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences,
Academician G. Bonchev Street, Bldg 1, BG-1113 Sofia, Bulgaria

Based on the electromagnetic interaction between the cosmic ray particles and the
atmospheric neutral constituents, CORIMIA (COsmic Ray Ionization Model for
Ionosphere and Atmosphere) gives an estimation of dynamical ionization condi-
tions of the lower ionosphere and middle atmosphere (30–120 km). Unlike the
cases of Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR), differential spectra of Anomalous Cosmic
Rays (ACR) and especially Solar Energetic Particles (SEP) vary essentially in time
during the course of the studied period. Also SEP fluxes differ from each other
for different events. In the present work we try to confirm that the analytical pro-
cedure used in the CORIMIA calculation model is suitable for real-time estimates
of the electron production rate caused by SEP and ACR at different latitudes.
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Kelvin–Helmholtz instability in coronal mass ejections and
Hα surges

I. Zhelyazkov
Faculty of Physics, St. Clement of Ohrid University at Sofia,

BG-1164 Sofia, Bulgaria

Recently, Foullon et al. (ApJL 729 (2011) L8; ApJ 767 (2013) 170) have reported
that on using the new capabilities for studying the Sun they succeeded to im-
age for the first time the magnetic Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) instability developing
at the surface of a fast coronal mass ejecta (CME) less than 150 Mm above the
solar surface. They conducted a detailed observational investigations of this phe-
nomenon, observed off the east solar limb on 2010 November 3, in EUV with
SDO/AIA and have concluded that the ejecta layer corresponds to a reconnection
outflow layer surrounding the erupting flux rope, accounting for the high temper-
ature (∼11.6 MK) and high flow shear (∼680 km s−1) on the unstable northern
flank. Here, we propose a theoretical modeling of the KH instability detected by
Foullon et al. considering the coronal mass ejecta as a high-temperature and high-
speed cylindrical jet of radius a contained in a twisted magnetic field surrounded
by a cooler plasma immersed in an untwisted magnetic field. We study the longitu-
dinal propagation (with kz wavenumber) of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves
of mode numbers m = 1, −3 and have obtained that the m = −3 MHD mode
becomes unstable in narrow instability windows on the kza-axis. Obtained criti-
cal jet’s speed of 678 km s−1 for KH instability occurrence, MHD wavelength of
18.5 Mm and wave growth rate of 0.037 s−1 are in very good agreement with the
corresponding data deduced by Foullon et al.

Hα surges, like coronal mass ejections, spicules, and X-ray jets, support the
propagation of MHD waves which at some critical values of the jet speed can
become unstable. Here, we study the possibility for arising of a KH instability
in a Hα surge with plasma density of 1.0 × 10−11 g cm−3 accommodated in a un-
twisted/twisted magnetic flux tube with magnetic field of 40 G. We study the prop-
agation of normal MHD modes both in an untwisted and twisted flux tube. The
numerical solving dispersion equation shows that the kink (m = 1) wave traveling
on an untwisted flux tube becomes unstable if the jet speed exceeds 119 km s−1.
A weak twist (the ratio of azimuthal to longitudinal magnetic field components)
in the range 0.025–0.2 practically does not change the critical flow velocity. A
distinctive decrease in this velocity one observes at the propagation of the m = −3
MHD mode when the twist parameter equals 0.1 or 0.2 – the corresponding criti-
cal jet speeds are 91 km s−1 and 85 km s−1, respectively. All found critical speeds
are accessible in the solar Hα surges and the developing KH instability there can
trigger the wave turbulence, one of the main mechanisms, alongside the magnetic
reconnection, for coronal heating.�� SPACE PLASMA PHYSICS
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